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Cosine Methods

for Second-Order Hyperbolic Equations

With Time-Dependent Coefficients*

By Laurence A. Bales, Yassilios A. Dougalis and Steven M. Serbin

Abstract. We analyze efficient, high-order accurate methods for the approximation of the

solutions of linear, second-order hyperbolic equations with time-dependent coefficients. The

methods are based on Galerkin-type discretizations in space and on a class of fourth-order

accurate, two-step, cosine time-stepping schemes. Preconditioned iterative techniques are used

to solve linear systems with the same operator at each time step. The schemes are supple-

mented by single-step high-order starting procedures and need no evaluations of derivatives of

operators. L2-optimal error estimates are proved throughout.

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall study efficient, high-order accurate methods

for the approximation of the solutions of linear, second-order hyperbolic equations

with time-dependent coefficients. We shall use Galerkin-type discretizations in the

space variables and base the time-stepping scheme on a class of fourth-order

accurate, two-step methods generated by rational approximations to the cosine; cf.,

e.g., [3], [4] for the case of time-independent coefficients. The implementation of

these "base" schemes requires solving linear systems of equations with operators

that vary from time step to time step. Following Douglas, Dupont and Ewing, [9],

and Bramble and Sammon, [7], we shall modify the schemes by using preconditioned

iterative methods for the approximate solution of the linear systems and thereby

only solve linear systems with the same, time-independent operator at every step. If

k is the time step, we show that solving 0(ln(k~x)) systems at each time step suffices

to preserve the overall accuracy and stability of the base schemes.

Preconditioned iterative techniques have been used for second-order hyperbolic

problems already by Ewing in [10], where a nonlinear equation is solved by a

second-order accurate, two-step time discretization. In addition, one of us, [5], [6],

has used such techniques coupled with up to fourth-order accurate single-step

discretizations for the problem (1.1) below, written in first-order system form, cf. [2].

These single-step schemes are based on rational approximations to e'x and give rise

to quite different time-stepping methods from the ones that we study here. In this

paper we take a different approach, discretizing the second-order equation without

reducing it first to a first-order system. Our two-step schemes require then, as
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starting values, not only an approximation of the solution at t = 0 but also at t = k.

We supply the latter by using one step of a particular scheme from those analyzed in

[5], [6].
We now introduce the problem to be considered. Let ß be a bounded domain in

R^ with sufficiently smooth boundary 3ß and let 0 < t* < oo. We shall approxi-

mate the (real-valued) solution u = u(x, t), defined on ß X[0, /*], of the initial- and

boundary-value problem

N     9   / du \
utt=-L(t)u=   £   —\a,J(x,t)^\-a0(x,t)u   inßx(0,/*],

(1.1)    lu(x,t) = 0 on9ßx(0,r*],

u(x,0) = u°(x)      inß,

u,(x,Q) - u?(x)    inß.

Here a ¡Ax, t) and a0(x, t) are sufficiently smooth real-valued functions defined on

ß X[0, /*], such that the matrix {aiJ}?j=x is symmetric and uniformly positive-defi-

nite and a0 is nonnegative on ß x[0, t*]. u°(x) and u®(x) are given initial data

defined on ß.

For integer s ^ 0, Hs = Hs(Sl) will denote the usual Sobolev spaces of real-valued

functions on ß with norm || • 1^. The inner product on L2 = L2(ß) = H° is denoted

by (•, •) and the associated norm by || • ||. As usual H1 = Hx(ü) is the subspace of

functions in Hx that vanish in the sense of trace on 3ß.

We shall assume that the operators L(t) defined by (1.1) form, for t e [0, /*], a

smooth family of unbounded selfadjoint elliptic operators on L2 with common

domain DL = H2 C\ Hx and a smooth family of bounded operators from Hl+2 n DL

into H' for each / ^ 0. For integer ; > 0 we calculate LU)(t) = (d/dt)JL(t) by

differentiating the coefficients of L with respect to t. It follows that for j, I ^ 0,

L{J)(t) are also bounded operators from H,+ 2 n DL into H1.

We shall need the following regularity result for the solution of (1.1). For integer

i > 0 let h(,) = (d/dt)'u. Let u0 = u°, ux = u° and, for integer i > 2, define u¡, the

/th time-derivative of u at t = 0 obtained by differentiating u„ = -L(t)u, by

", = -e('V)l<'~2^0h-
j-0\    J     I

If for p, m > 0, where p + m > 2, u, e DL for 0 <y < p + m - 2 and up+m_x e

Hx, then it is proved, e.g. in [5], that there exists a unique solution of (1.1) such that

uip + m-2) g Di     u(p) g Hm  for  ( g j0> i#j   an(j   that  there  exjsts  a  constam  C > 0

such that forr e [0, '*]:

(1.2) II«<')(OL<c(||h°||j,+-.+KIU-.-i)-

In sequel, by assuming smooth and compatible data u°, u°, we shall mean that w°

and uiX are such that (1.2) holds for appropriate p and m. As is customary, we shall

use throughout the paper the symbols C, C„ C" to denote generic positive constants,

independent of the discretization parameters and the solution u of (1.1).
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We shall let T(t): L2 -» DL denote the solution operator of the elliptic problem

Lw =/in ß; w = 0 on 9ß. Consequently, we have L(t)(T(t)f) = /for/G L2. For

/ > 0, T(t) is then a smooth family of bounded operators from H1 into Hl+2 n DL.

If we put TU)(t) = (d/dt)'T(t) we have for t g [0, r*],

(13) Üx\t)T(t)=-L(t)T*\t)    oni2,

T^(t)L(t) = -T(t)L^(t)   onDL.

By induction it follows that, for each j > 0, TU)(t) is a smooth family of bounded

operators from H1 into Hl+2 n DL for / ^ 0.

For the space discretization of (1.1) we shall assume, cf. [7], [5], that we have a

family of finite-dimensional subspaces Sh of L2, associated with a parameter

0 < h < 1, and a corresponding, sufficiently smooth for / g [0, (*], family of

bounded operators Th(t): L2 -* Sh, which are selfadjoint positive-definite on Sh,

positive semidefinite on L2, and approximate T(t) in the following way: there exists

an integer r > 2, such that, for each j > 0, there exists a constant C(j), independent

of h, such that for 0 < / < r - 2,

(1.4) |(r<»(0 - T^(t))f\\ < C(j)h'+2Mi   for t g [0, ,•],

if /e //'. Here 7^ = (d/dt)JTh as usual. We define, on SA, LA(r) = (rA(0)_1 and

put Lhj) = (d/dt)'Lh. We assume that given j > 0, there exists a constant C(j),

independent of h, such that

(1.5) \(L^(t)<t>,4>)\^C(j)(Lh(s)^>,<b)    for4>^Sh,t,s^[0,t*].

It follows by the symmetry of LhJ) and Lemma 2.1 of [6] that, for j > 0,

\(L^(t)<t>,^)\<C(j)(Lh(s)<l,,^)l/2(Lh(s)^,^)1/2

(1.6)
for </>,»// g Sh,t,s g [0,/*].

Many well-known Galerkin type methods, including the standard Galerkin method

on Sh c Hx, satisfy the above conditions. For examples and verification cf., e.g., [8],

[HI [51-
We shall also assume that Lh satisfies an inverse property, namely that there exists

a constant C,, independent of h, such that

(1.7) (Lh(t)<¡>,<b)^crh-2U\\2   (oi<i>eSk,te[0,t*\.

(1.7) has a number of useful consequences. One may show, cf., e.g., [11], [5], that it

implies that for y > 0 there exist constants C(j) such that for s, ( g [0, (*],

(1.8) \\L^(t)Th(s)\\,    \\Th(s)L^(t)P\\^C(j),

where P: L2 -* Sh is the orthogonal L2-projection operator onto Sh. In addition, it

follows from (1.7) that fory > 0,

(1.9) \\L^(t)P\\^C(j)h'2,      /G[0,r*],

and

(1.10) \\LhJ\t)4^C(j)\\Lh(s)4   tor^eSits,te[0,f].
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To approximate the solution of (1.1) one may define as an intermediate stage the

semidiscrete approximation uh: [0, t*] ~* Sh that satisfies (with D, = d/dt)

(1.11) D2uh(t) + Lh(t)uh{t) = 0,       ?G(0,f*].

If (1.11) is supplemented with suitable initial data uh(0), D,uh(0), it may be shown,

cf. [5], that \\uh(t) - «(Oil = 0(hr) for t g [0, t*]. We shall not use the semidiscrete

approximation at all in this work, except in order to motivate the time-stepping

schemes.

Our full discretization of (1.1) will be based on real-valued rational approxima-

tions r(x) to cos x for x G R1, cf. [12], [3], [4]. The rational functions that we shall

consider are of the form

1 + pxx2 + p2x4
'(*) = —-¡—-J.

(112) \+qxx   +q2x

with 1 -I- qxx2 + q2x4 > 0 for x G R1 and q2 * 0.

We assume that r(x) is a fourth-order accurate approximation to cosx, i.e., that it

satisfies, for |jc| sufficiently small,

(1.13) \r(x) - cosx|< Cx6.

We shall also assume that the "stability condition"

(1.14) |r(x)| < 1    forxGR1,

is satisfied.

As a parenthetical remark we should note here that the convergence analysis of

Sections 2-5 can be applied (with obvious modifications, although we shall not state

a formal result) to the much easier case of rational approximations of the form

r(x) = (1 4- pxx2)/(\ 4- qxx2). These lead, in general, to second-order accurate

schemes with the exception of the case qx = 1/12, px = -5/12, corresponding to the

Stormer-Numerov method, which is fourth-order accurate but satisfies (1.14) only

for |jc | sufficiently small. Our analysis can also be easily extended to cover, under

stability restrictions on the discretization parameters of the form "kh~l small",

"conditionally stable" methods, i.e., cases for which (1.14) holds for |x| < a < oo.

However, it seems that our analysis cannot be extended, without restrictions of the

form "kh~a small", a > 1, to methods that result from rational functions r(x) with

even polynomials of degree higher than four as their numerator or denominator.

Similarly, we do not treat the case of special methods of the form (1.12) of order

greater than fourth (there exists a one-parameter family of sixth order and one

eighth-order method that at most satisfy (1.14) for small |x|—if they do so at all—),

since such methods would require appropriate higher-order single-step starting

procedures for which no theory is available without similar restrictions on k and h.

We turn now to a more detailed description of the rational approximations that

satisfy (1.12)—(1.14). It is not hard to see that fourth-order accuracy, i.e., condition

(1.13), implies that the coefficientspx, p2 must be related to qx, q2 by the equations

(1.15) Px = qx~ 1/2,

(1.16) p2 = q2 - qx/2 + 1/24.
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q2  =   (q,   - 1/12J/4

l/48)/4

B(l/12,  1/144)

Figure 1
Stability region for qx, q2

A straightforward elementary analysis shows now that if px, p2 are given by (1.15),

(1.16), then (1.14) is equivalent to the condition

(1-17) (?i,?2)e<f,

where the region @, a subset of the qx, q2 > 0 quarter plane is shown in Figure 1. We

put

'= <#U and   9<f U 9^2 U 9^3 U { A} U ( B},

where  A - (1/4,1/24),   B = (1/12,1/144),   d®x = {(qx,q2):   qx > 1/4,   q2 =

(<7i - l/12)/4},   9<22 = {(qx, q2):   ^ = 1/12,   q2 > 1/144},   d®, = {(qx, q2):

q2 = (9i + fj/2 - l/48)/4, 1/12 < qx < 1/4}. In « we have \r(x)\ < 1 for x g
R1.  In particular, in ^ we always have -l+8< r(x) < 1 for some 8 > 0 for

all   x G R1

lim,

and also lim|jtHo0 |r(x)| < 1, while lim^^x) = -1 on d9tx,

,r(x) = 1 on d@2, whereas on 9^3, r(x0) = -1 at x0 = ±(8/(1 - 4qx))1/2.

For further reference we also note that if (1.15) and (1.16) are satisfied, then the

following hold:

(1.18)

p2 > 0    iná?,

q2- p2 = 0   on 9á?2 U ( B },

r/>2 + a2 > 0. ?2

^r, -p, > 0 in^,

p2 4- <72 = 0   on 9^! U {^},

^2 + ^2 = (?i+^i)2/8   on9^3u{^}u(5}.

Many useful schemes are associated with rational approximation r(x) that satisfy

(1.15)-(1.17). For example, the point B represents the approximation to the cosine

obtained as the real part of the (2,2) Padé rational approximation to e'x. The special

approximations r(x) with denominators (1 + ßx2)2, ß > 0, considered in [3], [4],

that are especially effective for problems with time-independent coefficients, corre-

spond to qx = 2ß, q2 = ß2 (with px, p2 given by (1.15), (1.16)), i.e., lying on the

parabola q2 = q\/4 which crosses d0tx and lies inside^for qx = 2ß > 1/2 -I- 1/ ¿6 .
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To discretize now (1.11) in time, we assume that uh(t) is sufficiently smooth, let

k > 0 be the time step and put t" = nk, n = 0,1,2,...,J with tJ = t* for simplicity.

The fully discrete methods generated by the rational approximation r(x) to cosx,

henceforth referred to as "cosine methods" may be derived as follows. If we

approximate cosh z = cos(/z) by r(iz) in the formal expansiony(t"+l) + y(t"~x) =

2cosh(kDr)y(t") and replace y(t) by uh(t), we obtain, from (1.12) and (1.13), for

1 < n < / — 1,

{I - qxk2D2 + q2k4D4){u'r + u"h-x)

= 2{l-pxk2D? + p2k4D4)u"h + 0{kbutx).

In (1.19) and in sequel, we let y" = y(t"), 0 < n < J, and y{,) = D'ty for a smooth

functiony(t) defined on [0, /*]. Now, differentiating (1.11) yields

(1.20) <>(0 = (Ll(t) - 42)(0K(0 - 2LP(/)«P(/).

Introducing the polynomials q(r) =14- qxT + q2r2,p(r) = 1 + pxi -I- p2T2 and the

notation Lh(t") = L"h, L^(t") = LhJ)n for j > 0, Q" = q(k2L"h), P" = p(k2L"h) for

0 < n < /, we obtain, by (1.19) and (1.20), for 1 < n < / - 1,

Q" + Xu"h + X + Q"-Xu'^x - 2P"u"h

= k4q2{LV" + xu»fx + L\2x-Xu'rx - 2L<2>X)

í1-21) +2fc4Í2(41)"+1"í,1)" + 1 + A1)""1"J,1)""1 - 241)"K<1)")

+ k4[qx - ~)W»u"h + 241,n«l1)") + 0(*6«f )•

Since we are interested in fourth-order accurate methods, i.e., of 0(k6) local

accuracy, we see that the first two terms in the right-hand side of (1.21), being of the

form Ck4(v" + X - 2v" + v"~x), v smooth, may be dropped without affecting accu-

racy. We also want to compute with a scheme that involves only approximations to

the values of u"h and not of its derivative uhX)". We shall therefore replace, in the last

term of the right-hand side of (1.21), uh1)n by its 0(k2) backward-difference

approximation:

-iu" - u""1) + -u(2)" = -(u" - u"'1) - —I"u"¡(\"h     "h    } ^ 2   h        k^ '     2

where we have used (1.11). Thus we arrive at the following fully discrete scheme for

the approximation of u", 0 < n < J, where u is the solution of (1.1). For U°,UX

given elements of Sh, that will be constructed in sequel as suitable approximations to

u(0) and u(k), we seek {U" }J„=2 in Sh as solutions of the equations

Qn + lrjn + l + Qn-ljjn-l _ 2P"JJ"

(L22) - k4[qx - ^){l?"U" + 2L^"[\(U" - U"~x) - |LÎU']},

1 < n <J- 1.

Due to the positivity of ^t(t) for t > 0, the selfadjoint operators Q" are positive-

definite on Sh for 0 < n < J. Hence (1.22) possesses for each n, 1 < it < / —1, a
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unique solution U" + l in Sh. The scheme (1.22) will be referred to in sequel as the

base scheme. In Section 2 we shall study its consistency and stability. It will follow

from Theorem 2.1 that, if (1.15)—(1.17) hold, then, under the conditions that kh~l be

bounded as k, h -» 0, if (qx, q2) G d@x U 9^2 U {A}, kh~x be appropriately small

if (qx, q2) g 9^3 U ( B) and unconditionally otherwise and if u°, h,° are sufficiently

smooth and compatible,

(1.23) max \\u" - U"\\ = 0(k4 + hr) + e0'1
o<«<y

holds. Here e0,1 is an error term that depends on the choice of the initial data

U°,UX. This choice is discussed in Section 3 where it is shown that if U° is defined

as the "elliptic projection" of u° and U1 is constructed by means of a single-step

method from those analyzed in [5], [6], then, for u°, w,° sufficiently smooth and

compatible, the optimal estimate e0,1 = 0(k4 + hr) holds as well.

Solving for U" + x by (1.22) necessitates inverting, for each n, the operator Qn+l

that varies with n. Using preconditioned iterative techniques, following [9], [7], we

show in Section 4 how to modify the base scheme so that the resulting method needs

solving 0(ln(k~x)) systems with the same operator for every n, and preserves the

optimal error estimate. The starting scheme used to compute Ul may be also

similarly modified so that the overall method will be quite efficient.

In (1.22) we note that in general (i.e., for cosine methods with qx + 1/12), we

need to calculate, for each n, the time-derivatives Lh°", i = 1,2, of the operator Lh.

To avoid such calculations, we replace in Section 5 these derivatives by centered-dif-

ference quotients that involve only values of L"h for 0 < n < /. (The same thing is

done in the starting scheme that defines U1; however, the computation of Lh1)0 is

needed.) We prove optimal-error estimates for the resulting method that is then

coupled with preconditioned iterative techniques for solving the attendant linear

systems at each time step.

2. Consistency and Stability of the Base Scheme. For easy reference we rewrite

here the base scheme (1.22) as follows. Given U°, U1 in Sh, we seek {U"}J„_2 in Sh

satisfying, for 1 < « < / — 1,

£r°"(U") m Q"+lU" + x + Q"-lU"~l - 2P"U"

{2A) -k4[qx- ±)\lV"U" + 2L^"[\(U" -U"-x) -\L"hU")
= 0.

We shall compare U" with the "elliptic projection" W" of u", which is defined as

follows. Let P,(t) = Th(t)L(t): DL ->• Sh for t g [0, t*\ As is well-known, it follows

from our assumptions that if v g Hl+2 n DL for some 0 < / < r — 2, then

(2.2) \\v-Pv\\<\\v-P,v\\^Ch'+2\\v\\i+2   forre[0, r*].

Let W(t) = P,(t)u(t). Then, it is proved, e.g., in [7], [6], that ifm^O, 0 < / < r - 2

and u°, «° are sufficiently smooth and compatible, then

(2.3) ||«<«)(0 - W^(t)\\ < C(m)hl+2{\\u°\\m + l+2 + |h°|U,+ l)

fort g [0, /*],
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and that it follows from (1.8) that if m > 0

(2.4) |4(^(M)C0i<c(||«0|U+2 + M|m+1)   formero,/*].

In view of (2.3) we shall be interested in comparing U" with W". Let E" = U" -

W". Then (2.1) yields the following error equation for the base scheme

(2.5) r(F) = -yn(W"),       1<«</-1.

To estimate E " we first investigate the consistency of the base scheme. To this effect

we state the following lemma, whose proof follows easily from Taylor's theorem and

(1.13) (i.e., (1.15) and (1.16)) and (1.2).

Lemma 2.1. Let u°, u,° be compatible with u° g H6, u° g H5. Then for some

constant C, independent ofh, k, and u, and for 1 < n < / — 1,

\\q(-k2D2)(un+l + «""') - 2p(-k2D2)u"\\

(2-6) ^Ck6     sup      ||«(6)(t)|<œ6(||u0||6+|K||5).   n

For the proof of the main consistency result we shall need the following technical

fact.

Lemma 2.2. Let v g H1 for some 0 < / < r — 2. Then, for j = 1,2 there exist

constants C(j), independent ofh and v, such that

\{[W(t)Tk(t)-L"\t)T(t)]u,*)\

< C(/)A/+2IMI/IMO*ll   for 4» eSt,íG [0, f*J.
Proof. Suppressing the dependence on t we have for j = 1 and <j> g Sh, using (1.3),

its Th, LA-analog, (1.4) and (2.2), that

\((L\»T„ - L^T)v, i)\ = |((72» - ThLT^)v, Lh<t>)\

< (||(r^> - rw)^!! +1|(7 - p^T-^Dlli^l< CA'-^ioy^^il.
For / = 2 we note that differentiating (1.3) and its Th, L^-analog yields on H1

LfTh - iF>t = 2(41)r*41)rA - l^tl^t) -{lht<2> - lt&)

= 241>rA(41)rA - l^t) + 2(41>rA - l^t)l^t-{lj^ - lt<2>).

It follows from (2.7) for/ = 1, (1.10), (1.4), (2.2) for »eff'^eS,, that

\((L^Th-L^T)v,4>)\

= |2((4>rA - L<xxT)v, T„Lfr) + 2{{L^Th - L^T)L^Tv,<¡>)

-((Tp-Tn)o,L¿)-{{I-Pr)t*,tL¿)\

< Ck'+2\\vM\Lh4>\\.   □

We now come to our main consistency result.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u°, u° be compatible with u° G H* and u[? G H*~l, p =

max(6, r -I- 2). Then, there exists a constant C, independent ofh, k and u, such that for

<i> G Sh, 1 < n < J - 1,

(2.8)    \(yn(W")^)\<Ck1{k\\\u%^X)+h\\\u\+2^uX+l)}

x{U\\ + k2\\
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Proof. From (2.1) we have

y»(W") = (W" + x - 2W" + W"~x)

+ k2(qxL"h + lW"+x + qxL"h~xW"-x - 2pxL"hW")

(2-9) +k4(q2{L"fx)2W" + x + q2(Lh-x)2W"-x - 2p2(L"h)2W")

~k\qx - ^)ÍLfx"W" + 2L^"\\(W" - W"~x) - \uhW"

1 < n < J - 1.

Now, for v. [0, t*] -» W,j > 0, it follows that

||„»+i _ 2v" + v"-x\\, = I f* (k - \r\)v^(tn + t) dr
\\J-k

< ¿2      sup       ||í/2>(t)||,.

(2.10)

It follows then from (2.10) and (2.3) for 1 < n < J - 1, <t> g Sh, that

(H/n+i _ 2r+ ir"-1,^)

= (W" + x - u"+l - 2(W" - u") + W"~x - u"-\4>)

+ (u"+x - 2u" + u"~x,4>)

< (u" + x - 2u" + u"x, <f>) + Ck2hr(\\u°\\r+2 + KILJH* ||.

(2.11)

Since LhW = -Pu(2) we have, for <t> g Sh, 1 < n < J - 1,

(2.12)
{qxL"h+lW" + x + qxL"h-xW"~x - 2pxL"hW",<b)

= -{qxum"+x + qlUm-1 - 2pxum",<¡>).

The analog of (1.20) for u, L and (1.16) yield now, for 1 < n < J — 1,

q2(L"fl)2W" + x + q2{L"h-x)2W-x - 2p2(Lkfw>

1
- — |{ LfW" + 2L[»" t(W" - W"-1) -^L"hW"

(2.13)

= P{q2u(4)" + l + q2uw"-x - 2p2uw")

+ q2[(L"fx)2W" + 1 - P(L" + l)2u" + 1]

+ q2[{L"h-x)2W"-1 - P(L"-X)2u"-X\

-2p2[(L"h)2W" - P(L")2u"] -iqx - ^{LfnW" - PL(2)"u")

-2Íqx - T^){41)n  \iW-n - W"'x) - \uffW"   - PL^"u^"

+ q2P[(Lm" + 1u" + x + Li2)"~xu"-1 - 2L(2)"u")

+ 2(LWn + xua)n + 1 + Lm"-Xuw"~x - 2L(1)V1)")].
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(2.14)

Since L\W - PL2u = -Lh(P - P,)u(2), we have, using (2.2), (1.2), (1.10) that for

1 < n < / - 1, <f> e Sh,

\(q2[(L"h+1)2Wn+1 - P(Ln+1)2u"+l\

+i2[(^r1)2^""1 - p(l"-x)2u"-1}

-2p2{(L"h)2W"-P(L")2u"],<t>)\

^Chi\\u°l+2+\\uX+x)\\L"h4.

By (1.1), Lh2)W- Li2)u = -(L(2)Th - LmT)u(2\ Then, Lemma 2.2 and (1.2) give

for<i> g Sh,0 < n < J,

(2.15) \W"W - PLV"u",i,)\<Chi\\u% + \\u%_x)\\L"h4>\\.

We also obtain for 1 < n < J,

^ i
p¿(l)"M(l)n

41)B t(W" - W"~l) --L"hW"

(2.16) - 4I)bp ^(^(t)-«^))^

+L(l)«/>M(l)«_i>L(l)«u(l)«)

+ 41)"/jz"

where

(2.17) .   _fcV„       .      ,     .       ,2

Now (1.8) and (2.3) give, for </> g Sh, 1 < m < /, that

-(u''-h,,-1)-h(1)" + £k(2)".

4>"P |/,;"i(^(1,(t)-M<1»(t))^kJ, ,+

(2.18) ln-4^11    suP     ||^1>(t)-«<1>(t)||||l^||
I <T<i

<Cfc'(Mr+i+||ii?|r)||L¡*||.

Since Taylor's theorem and (2.17) give for / = 2,3, m > 0, 1 < n < 7, that

||zf|m < C(/)*'_1     sup      ||w(0(t)IU,

we obtain by (1.8), (1.2), (2.4) for <j> g Sh, 1 < n < /, that

|(41'"JPz",^,)| = |(41»"[r;L"+(p-p;)]z",<|,)|

(2.19) < WnThn\ \\L"z"\\ \\<j>\\ + \\Th"L^"P\\ \\(P - P,")z"\\ ||Lfo||

< c*2(||M°||5 + ||M,°||4)||</, Il + ç**'(|j«°||,+a + KIUi) 114*11 •
Now, since on DL, L[X)P - PL(1) = Lhl)(P - P,) 4- (Lhl)Th - PLmT)L, it follows

by Lemma 2.2, (1.8), (2.2), (1.2), for </> g Sh, 0 < n < J,

(2.20) KL^-Pto«" - PLV"uV»,4>)\< C*'(H«°||r+i +||«l°|r)||L^||.

Finally, by (2.10), (1.2) it is seen that, for <> g Sh, 1 < n < J - 1,

|(L(2)n+V+1 + Lm"-Xu"-X - 2L(2)"u"

(2.21) + 2[L<1)"+V1)n+1 + Lm"-lum"-x - 2L(1)V1"1], <¡>)\

<C/c2(||«0||5+|K||4)W.
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Hence, by (2.9) through (2.21) it follows that for <J> g Sh, 1 < n < J - 1,

\(^"(W"),4>)\<\{q(-k2D2)(u"^ + u"-x)-2p(-k2D2)u",4>)\

+ Ck2h'{\\u%+2 + |hT+1)(||<¡> || +(\p2\ + \q2\)k

(2.22) + C 1\ 12 k2{hi\\u\+2+\\u%+x)k2\\Lhi,\\

+ fe4(|l«°||5+|«?||4)|k||}

+ CyA:6(||«0||5+||«?||4)|k||.

(2.8) now follows from (2.6).

Remark. (2.22) was written to encompass all fourth-order schemes including the

Stormer-Numerov method, which corresponds to p2 — q2 = 0, qx = 1/12, px =

-5/12 and therefore has no \\L"h<¡>\\ term in the right-hand side of (2.8).

We now prove the main result of this section, namely a bound on£"= U" — W",

obtained by the energy method.

Theorem 2.1. Let U°, Ux be given elements of Sh and let {U"}Jn=2 be the solution of

(2.1). Let (qx, q2) g Stand if(qx, q2) g d^assume in addition that

(2.23) kh~l < X,   for any constant X > 0,if(qx,q2) G d@x U 9^2 u{^}>

and

(2.24) kh-1 < \C,(\-qx)]~l/2,    with Cras in (1.7), if (qx,q2)ed@3U{B}.

Then, for compatible u° G #", M,° G H*1'1 with p = max(6, r + 2) and for k suffi-

ciently small, there exists a constant C, independent of h, k, and u, such that for

0 < n < J,

(2-25)

where

(2.26)

\EnH\\E°\\+ Ck-l\e°'l\l/2

+ c{k4{\\u% +\\u%) + hi\\u%+2 +\\u%+x)}.

?°-x m \\El - E°\\2 + kpx~PxyL1h(E1 + E°), E1 + E°)

k2[Sl±ElYL\(Ex - E"),EX - EQ)+
\      I      I

+ k4{^=A\\\L\( b^AfâXE}..- E°)f.

Proof. Taking the L2-inner product of both sides of (2.5) with E"+x - E"  l for

1 < n < / — 1 and using the symmetry of Qj, PJ we obtain

(Q" + lE" + x, E" + x) -(Q"-lE"x, E"'1) -((ô" + 1 - Q"~l)En + x, E"'1)

(2.27) -2[(P"+1£"+1, E") ~(P"E", EnX)] + 2((Pn+l - P")En+1, E")

= (A", E"+x - E"-x)-(yn(W"), En+l - E""1),       1 < n </- 1,

where, for 1 < n < J — 1,

(2.28)    A" = [qx - ±Ak*lltf"Er + 24>"
1

(£"- E"-x)--L"hE"
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Summing (2.27) from « = 1 to n = /, 1 < / < / - 1 and rearranging, yields

\((QI+X - PI+1)(EI+X + £'), E'+l + E')

+ X2{(Q'+X + Pl+l)(E/+x - El), El+l - E1)

= 2-{(Qx-Pl)(Ex + E°),Ex + E°)

+ H(Ô1 + Pl)(Ex - E°), Ex - E°)-((QX - Q°)E°, E°)

+ ((Q'+1 - Q')E', E') + £ {(Q"+1 - Q-X)E"+X, E"~x)

i i
-2 £ ((P"+l - P")En+x, E") + £ (A", E"+1 - E"-1)

n-T n=l

/
- £ (S?"(W"), E"+x - E"-x),

« = i

which, upon expanding the polynomials Q",P" and using (2.26), may be written as

||£/+1 - E'f + fc2(^-^-)(4+1(£'+1 + E'), El+X + E')

+ ik2/ÍL±£lJ(x,/+i(£/+i - E'), El+X - E')

+ k4(^^)\\Ll;x(E'+x + E>)( + k4(^^)\\Ll;x(E'+x - E<)

= e°-x - qxk2((L\ - 4)£°, E°) - q2k4{[{L\)2 -(4)2] E\ E°)

+ qxk2((L<;x - L'h)E', E>) + <,2*4([(4+1)2 "(4)1 ^', E')

+ qxk2í{(Lh + x-L»h-x)E" + x,E"-x)

(2.29) "=1

-2pxk2í((Lrx-L"h)E"+x,E")
n-l

+^4E([(4+1)2-(4-1)1^+1.^-1)
n — 1

-2p2k4í({(Lrx)2-(L"h)2]E"+x,E")

n = \

I
+ E (A", E" + x - E"-x)

n = i

/

- E {y"(w"),En+1 -E"~l),     i</<y-i.

«=i

From (1.5), (1.6) it follows that for 0 < m, n, i, j < J,<¡>, \¡/ g Sh:

(2.30) \((L"h< - L"h)<¡>, t)\ < C\m - n\k(L'h<¡>, <¡>)1/2(L^,^)l/2.

,2
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Hence, for 1 < / < / - 1, (2.30) and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality yield

-qxk2((L\ - 4)£°, £°) + 9l*2((4+1 - L'h)E', E>)

+ qlk2Í{(L»h+1-Lr1)E»+\E*-í)
n = \

-2Pxk2Y.{{LVx-Ll)E"^x,E")

(2.31)

< Ck3 £ [(L"h+XE"+X, En+l)+(Lh+1E",E")]

H-0

/

< Ck £ k2[(L'h + x(E" + l + £"), £" + 1 + £")

11 = 0

+ (L"h+x(E"+x - £"), £"+1 - £")].

Also, for 0 < m, n, i, j < J and 0, >// g Sh, it follows, as in (4.6) of [7], by (1.8) and

(1.10) that

(2.32) \([(Ll')2 -(L"h)2]4>^)\< C\m - n\k\\Uh4\\Li4.

Hence, (2.32) and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality give

-^4([(4)2 -(L°h)2}E°, £°) + q2k4([(L';x)2-(L'h)2\E', £')

+ q2k4t([(LVx)2-(L"h-x)2\E" + x,E"-x)

n= 1

(2.33) -2p2^4£([(4+1)2-(4)2]£"+1^")
n = 1

^Œ5£(||4+I£"+1||2 + l|4+1£l2)
n = 0

< Ck £ fc4(||4+1(£"+1 + £")|2 + |4+1(£"+1 - £")||2)-
n-0

Also, by (2.28), (1.5), (1.6), (1.8), (1.10) we obtain far 1 < / < / - 1,
/

£ (A",E" + X - E"-x)

n-1

/

< Ck4 £ [(L"h+XE", E") +(Lh + 1E"+1, E" + l)}
n = 0

/

+ Ck3 £ [(L"h+XE", E") +(L"h + xE"+x, £" + 1)]

n = 0

/

+ Ck5 £ ||LJ£"|| \\T£L(X)nP\\ ||L^(£"+1 - E"~x)\\
n-1

I

^ Ck £ Ar2[(L^+1(£"+1 + £"), £" + 1 + £")

n-0

+ (Lnh + x(En + x - £"), £" + 1 - £")]

+ CÄ: £ k4(\\Lh + x(E" + x + E")\\   + ||Lr1(£" + 1 - E")\\ ).

(2.34)

«=o
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Finally, defining

(2.35) ok,„ - k4{\\u\ + \\u%) 4- A'(fl«°||,+a + |uO|r+1),

we have, by (2.8), (1.10) and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality

- £ (Sf"(W"),En+x - E"~x)

n-\

< £ Ck2akh(\\E"+x - E"~x\\ + k2\\Lt\E"+x - E"~x)\\)
(2.36) » = !

/ /

< Ck2a¡h + Ck £ ||£"+1 - £"||2 + Ck £ k4\\L"h+x(En+x - E")\\ ,
n-0 n-0

1  < /</- 1.

Therefore, it follows from (2.29), (2.31), (2.33), (2.34) and (2.36) that for 0 < / <

/-l,

||£/+1 - £'||2 + ¿2(^-=^i)(4+1(£/+1 + £'), £/+1 + £')

+ A.2|iL±Zij(L/+i(£/+, _ £/)) £/+i _ £/)

+ ik4jftZf2J|L/+i(£/+i + £/)||2 + kA\92±El)||4+i(£'^ - £')||2

(2.37) < eoa + Ck2a2h + Ck £ ||£"+1 - £"||2

n = 0

I

+ ck £ /c2[(l;;+1(£"+1 4- £"), £"+14- e")
n-0

+ (L"h + x(E"+x - £"), £"+1 - £")]

/ 2

+ CÄ: £ it4(|LJ + 1(£"+1 + EH)\\   +\\Lh + 1(E" + l - £")|| ).
n-0

We now embark upon the stability investigation. We distinguish a number of cases

depending on the position of (qx,q2) in !%.

Li: (qx, q2) g @, qx > 1/4. In this case by (1.15), qx + px > 0 and by (1.18) we

see that the coefficients of all terms in the left-hand side of (2.37) are positive.

Applying (the discrete) Gronwall's lemma to (2.37) yields, for k sufficiently small,

(2.38) \\E"+X - E"\\2 ^C{e°-X + k2a¡j,),       0<«</-l.

Taking square roots in (2.38) and using the fact that

l|£"+1N £ l|£y+1 - £y'|| + ||£°||,  for0<« </-i,
7 = 0

we obtain (2.25).

I.ii: (qx,q2)^£%, qx = l/A. Now, since qx + px = 0, the third term in the

left-hand side of (2.37) is missing. For the analogous term in the right-hand side of
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(2.37) the Cauchy-Schwarz and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequalities yield, for

0 < /</- 1,

Ck £ k2(L"h+1(E"+1 - £"), £"+1 - £")

(2.39)

< Ck £ lk4\\L"h+x(E" + x
n-0

£" + ll£n + l
£"

Gronwall's lemma may now be applied to (2.37) and (2.25) follows as above.

Lui: (qx, q2) G St, qx < 1/4. In this case all terms in the left-hand side of (2.37)

have positive coefficients except the third, since qx + px < 0. However, the Cauchy-

Schwarz and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequalities yield, for any e > 0

k2{L'h+l(E'+1 - e1), ei+1 - e1)

(2.40) k4
"■ Il    T

<Te^h
l+H J7/+1X(E>

£')||2 + §||£'+1-£il

It follows that the left-hand side of (2.37) is bounded below by

1 +
(?i + Pi)e

+ k-

(2.41)

||£/+1-£'

Pi ){L'h+l(El+1 + E'),El+x + E')

+ k

+ k4

4°2 - P2 )|4+1(£/+1 + £')|

q2 + p2    (gi +Pi)

2 Ae
||4+1(£/+1

E')\

Both the coefficients of the first and fourth term of (2.41) will be positive iff there

exists an e > 0 such that e < -A/(qx + px) and e > -(qx + px)/2(q2 + p2), i.e. iff

(qx + px)2 < S(q2 + p2). This holds in the subset of Sunder consideration since the

equation of the parabolic arc 9^3 is &(q2 + p2) = (qx + px)2. Therefore there exists

a suitable e > 0 such that the coefficients of all terms in (2.41) are positive. After an

estimate like (2.39) in the right-hand side of (2.37) we may apply Gronwall's lemma

and (2.25) follows.

Il.i: (qx, q2) g d£%x. In this case q2 + p2 = 0 from (1.18) and all terms in the

left-hand side of (2.37) have positive coefficients except the last one, which is

missing. For the corresponding term in the right-hand side of (2.37) we have, by

(1.9), (2.23),
' „2 ' 2

(2.42) Ck £ k4\\Lnh+l(E"+1 - E")\\   < CX4k £ ||£"+1 - £"|| .
»7 = 0 n = 0

Hence, the application of Gronwall's lemma is again possible and (2.25) follows.

II.Ü: (qx, q2) = (1/4,1/24) = A. Now q2 + p2 = 0, qx + px = 0 while q2-p2>

0, qx - px> 0. Using (1.9) and (2.23) we may estimate in the right-hand side of

(2.37), in addition to (2.42),

' ' 2

(2.43) Ck £ k2(L"h + x(E" + x - £"), £"+1 - £") < CX2k £ ||£"+1 - E"\\ .

n-0 « = 0
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From (2.42) and (2.43) it follows that Gronwall's lemma may be applied again to

(2.37); (2.25) follows.

Ill: (qx, q2) g 9^2. Now q2 - p2 = 0, qx - px > 0, q2 + p2 > 0 but qx + px < 0.

It is still possible, since 8(¿¡r2 + P2) > (l\ + Pi)2 on 9^2> to repeat the analysis of

case I.iii and choose e > 0 that enables us to hide the third term within the first and

the fifth term in the left-hand side of (2.37). Using again (2.43) and the estimate

' ,2

ck £ â:4||l;;+1(£"+1 + £")||
n-0

(2.44) < Ck5 £ |(L;+l),/2p||2|(L¡;+1)1/a(^"+1 + E")(

n-0

I

< CX2k £ k2(L"h+x(E"+x + £"), E"+x + £")

n-0

(which follow from (1.7) and (2.23)), in the right-hand side of (2.37), we are able to

complete the proof of (2.25) in this case as well.

IV.i: (qx, q2) G 9<#3. Now qx - px> 0, qx 4- px < 0, q2+ p2> 0, q2 - p2 > 0

but we are no longer able to find e > 0 for which all terms of (2.41) have positive

coefficients since (qx + px)2 = &(q2 + p2) on dStv However, by (1.7)

/c2(^^)(4+1(£/+1 - £'), £/+1 - £')

>C,\      2      jh2\\t t\\.

Hence, noting, by (1.15), that (qx + px)/2 = -(\ - qx) and using the hypothesis

(2.24) we are able to hide the third term of the left-hand side of (2.37) within the

first. An estimate of the form (2.43) prepares the right-hand of (2.37) for Gronwall's

lemma and the results follow.

IV.ii: (qx, q2) = (1/12,1/144) = B. In this final case (which corresponds to the

r(x) obtained as the real part of the (2,2) Padé approximant of e'x) we have

q2— p2 = 0. As in case IV.i we may hide the third term within the first in the

left-hand side of (2.37). Two estimates of the form (2.43) and (2.44) make the

right-hand side of (2.37) amenable to the application of Gronwall's lemma and

(2.25) follows.   D

Remark. Obviously, if (qx, q2) £ .^but still, e.g., qx, q2 $s 0, we can, by repeating

appropriate parts of the above analysis handle, under the hypothesis that kh'x be

small, all such conditionally stable cases too, i.e. cases for which \r(x)\ < 1 only for

\x\ < a < 00.

3. Starting the Base Scheme. In this section we shall consider the problem of

choosing suitable initial values, U°, Ux in Sh for the base scheme (2.1), that make

the initial error term ||£°|| + Ck-X\e°'x\1/2 in (2.25) of optimal order 0(k4 + hr).

Taking U° = W° = T^L°u° will give of course £° = 0. Hence (2.26) shows that

it would suffice to choose Ux so that

(3.1) \\EX\\ + k(L\Ex, Ex)l/2 + k2\\L\Ex\\ = 0(k5 + khr).
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One way to do this is to choose Ux by performing one step of a single-step fully

discrete Galerkin method for the hyperbolic equation (1.1) written in first-order

system form. Such methods (corresponding to rational approximation to e'x) are

analyzed in [5], [6], to results of which we shall frequently refer in sequel.

The specific single-step method that we shall use corresponds to the only fourth-

order accurate rational approximation to ez, z g C, with quadratic numerator and

denominator, namely to the (2,2) Padé approximate of ez, given by

(3.2) f(z) = (1 + z/2 + z2/12)/(l - z/2 + z2/12),

which satisfies, for z sufficiently small,

(3.3) \r(z)-ez\< C\zf

and is, of course, /I-stable. Here, however, we shall only need its stability on the

imaginary axis, i.e., that

(3.4) |r(«c)|<l    forxGR1.

Following now [5], [6], consider the product space Sk = Sh X Sh and the operator on

S,2 defined by

Define for n = 0,1,2,..., JS?; = &h(tn\Se^n = D¡<£h(t"),j > 0, and the operators

(3-5) 38" = I - |ifA" + ^[(^")2 +-??>•],

k2
38" = 38" - y2&(h)n.

It is shown in [5] that, as a consequence of the hypotheses made, e.g., in Section 1,

for k sufficiently small, 38" and 38" are invertible. With W = P,u denoting as in

Section 2 the elliptic projection of u, define if" = [W", W(l)"]T g S2 and let

Wx = [Ux, U2] g S2 be the solution of the system

(3.6) äxWx =j¿°W°.

For 0 = [<f>,, <¡>2]T e S2 define the norm on Sk

(3-7) lll<% = (lk>,lf+(7;>2,<i>2))1/2,       « = 0,1,2,....

We are now ready to prove a result that guarantees optimal starting for the scheme

(2.1).

Proposition 3.1. Let U° = W° and if <VX = [Uxx, U2X]T is the solution of (3.6), take

Ux = Uxx. Then, for compatible u° G m, «° G H*'1, p = max(6, r + 2) and for k

sufficiently small, there exists a constant C, independent ofh, k, and u, such that ife0,x

is defined by (2.26),

(3.8)    ||£°|| 4- k-l\e°-x\1/2 < C{k4(\\u\ + ||«,°||5) + «r(||«°||r+2 + ||«,°|r+1)} •
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Proof. We have already remarked that it suffices to prove an inequality of the type

(3.1). It follows from Theorem 4.1 of [6] that under our hypotheses, if Sl = <ttl - 7T\

then

(3.9) p^'Hl! < Ckok,„,

where ak h has been defined by (2.35). Now, by Lemma 4.1 of [6] we have

(3.10) infill, 4- k\prlh£% + k2\¡(<¡?i)2¿% < c\\\a^%.

Hence, since Ex = E\, whereix = [E\, E\\T, (3.7) and (3.10) give

(3.11) H^II^Clp^lH.
(3.7) also gives that

Wt=\E\Í +{L\E\,E\),
from which (and (3.10)) we obtain

(3.12) k(L\E\ f1)172 < CpV1!!.

Since (<£l)2gx = [-L\E\, -4£21]r, (3.10) and (3.7) yield

(3.13) Jt^f'I^Cp^llli.

Therefore, we see from (3.9)-(3.12), that an estimate of the type (3.1) holds. Since

E° = 0, (3.8) also follows.   D

Combining now the results of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.1 and (2.3) we can

state the following optimal-order convergence result.

Theorem 3.1. Let {U"}Jn_2 be the solution of (2.1) and U°, Ux be chosen as in

Proposition 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 there exists a constant C,

independent ofh, k, and u and such that for 0 < n < J,

(3.14) \\u"-U"\\^c{k4{\\u\+\\u%)+hi\\u\+2+\\u%+x)}.

4. Preconditioned Iterative Methods. Since the operators Q" + x that multiply U"+x

in (2.1) change at each time step, we shall consider, following [9], [7], preconditioned

iterative methods with suitable starting values to solve the linear systems represented

by (2.1), thus avoiding the repeated work of new matrix factorizations at each time

step.

We specify first desired properties of such methods relevant to our problem. Let H

be a finite-dimensional Hubert space with inner product (•, -)H and norm || • \\H =

( •, • )x/2. Let A be a positive-definite selfadjoint operator on H and suppose that we

want to approximate the solution of the linear system Ax = b, with b given in H.

Suppose that there exists another positive-definite selfadjoint operator A0 on H (the

"preconditioner") with the properties that systems of the form A0y = z, z £ H are

easily solvable and that there exist constants 0 < X0 < Xx such that

(4.1) X0(A0z,z)H^(Az,z)H^Xx(A0z,z)H   forzG//.

Then, there are iterative methods, cf., e.g., [1], [9], [7], [6], for solving the system

Ax = b, which, given an initial guess x(0) g H, generate a sequence {x(j)}j>x of

approximations to x and have the following properties.
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(i) Calculating xip+l), given {xU)}f=0, only requires multiplying A with vectors,

solving systems involving A0 and computing inner products and linear combinations

of vectors.

(ii) There is a smooth decreasing function p: (0,1] '-* [0,1), with p(l) = 0 and a

constant C such that

(4.2) \\Ax/2(x - *">)||„ < C[p(AoA)] P\\AV2(x - x™)\„,

where X0, Xx are the constants in (4.1). In our application we shall perform at each

step n, 1 < n < J, pn iterations, sufficiently many so that

(4.3) \AY(x - x<*>)|- < y8„||^0/2(x - x<°>)||„

is achieved, where ßn > 0 are small, preassigned tolerances. In general, we shall take

ßn = 0(k"), v > 1, thus requiring, in general, p„ = 0(ln(k~x)) iterations for each n.

To use such iterative methods to solve the linear systems associated with the base

scheme (2.1), we shall identify {H,(-, -)H} with [Sh,(-, •)}, the operator A with

Q" + x, and the preconditioner A0 with a selfadjoint positive-definite operator PQ on

Sh, such that for each <¡> g Sfl,(pQ)~1<¡> is easy to find and for which there exist

constants C, C such that for all 0 < n < J — 1, <j> g Sh,

(4.4) C('o<í>,<¡>) < (ß"+1<i>,</>) < C'(PQ<?,$)

is satisfied. An example of such a preconditioner is provided by the following

Lemma 4.1. Assume that qx, q2 > 0. Then, the operator

(4.5) pQ={l + ßk2L°h)2,       ß>0

defines a suitable preconditioner for the iterative solution of the linear systems (2.1) and

satisfies (4.4).

Proof. Let U(x) = 1 + x + x2 and II" = I1(A:2L^). Then, since qx, q2, ß > 0,

there exist positive constants C¡, 1 < i < 4, such that for all 0 < n < /, ^> g Sh,

Cx(U"<b,<b) < (Q"<¡>,<¡>) < C2(n>,<p),

c3(n°<í.,<í,) < ce*,*) < c4(u%,<t>).

(4.3) now follows from the above and (1.5) and (1.10).   D

Now with Vo, Vx given elements of Sh, let V"+l, 1 < n < J - 1, be the ap-

proximation to the exact solution V"+x of

çn + lyn+l  _ 2P"V" —  Q"~lV"~l

(4-6) +**(ft-¿){Lp-K- + 2Ljf>-^(^"-^"1)-|4^"

obtained by applying pn+1 steps of an iterative method, such as the ones described

above, with a preconditioner PQ that satisfies (4.4), so that, for 1 < n < 7 - 1, and a

preassigned tolerance ß„+x, we have

(4.7) |!CÔ)1/2(K"+1- K"+1)N/5„+i||Cô)1/2(^+1- K0"+n

Here K0" + 1 is the initial guess which should be chosen sufficiently close to V" + x so

that the number of iterations to achieve (4.7) is reduced. Since V" is intended to
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approximate u" and u(t) is smooth, we shall construct V0" + x by extrapolating from

previous values of V". Specifically, we take

(48)      r~i-_/r&<K>,BK"   for2<«4-l<4,

(T^K) = 5V" - 10K"-1 4- 10F"-2 - 5V"~3 + V"~4

for 5 < n + 1 « 7.
The next result shows that such an iterative procedure, with suitable tolerances ßn + x

(which are in general of 0(k"), v > 1 so that pn+x = 0(ln(k~x))), preserves the

accuracy and stability of the base scheme. In sequel we shall put Z" = V" - W",

0 < n < J.

Proposition 4.1. Let Vo, Vx be given in Sh. For 1 < n. < 7 - 1, compute V" + 1, an

approximation to the solution V" + 1 of (A.6), by a preconditioned iterative method that

satisfies properties (i), (ii) above when [H,(-, -)H} = {Sh,(-, •)} with a preconditioner

PQ that satisfies (4.4). Then, there is ay > 0 such that if we use

(a) V0" + x = r¡¡xf.x(V), given by (4.8), as an initial guess for Vn + 1 and a corre-

sponding tolerance ßn + x = min(y, k^)if2^n + l^A, and

(b) Vq+1 = T^X(V), given by (4.8), as an initial guess for Vn+X and a corre-

sponding tolerance ß„+x = min(y, k)if5^n + l^J, and, if we assume that (qx,q2)

<=<% so that (2.23), (2.24) hold, then for compatible u° g H», u° g i/""1, p =

max(7, r + 2), there exists a constant C, independent ofh, k, u, such that for 0 < n < J,

(4.9)        Mzi<||z0B+a-1U;04|1/a

+ c{^(||«0||7+||M,0|6) + ^(||MT+24-||Mo|U1)},

where

(4.10) f0-1 is defined as e01 in (2.26) with Z' instead of E1,    i = 0,1.

Proof. The proof is largely identical to that of Theorem 2.1. The error equation is

now, in view of (2.1) and (4.6),

(4.11) y"(Z") = -Sf"(W") + Qn + l(Vn + x - V"+x),       1<r</-1.

Taking the L2-inner product of (4.11) with Z"+1 - Z"-1, we see that (2.27) holds

with Z" instead of E" and the added term (Q"+l(V"+1 - Vn+1), Z"+1 - Z"-1) in

its right-hand side. The latter term may be estimated as follows. First note that (4.7),

(4.4) and the triangle inequality imply that there is a y > 0 such that for ßn+x < y

(4.12) ||(ô"+1)1/2(^+1 - K"+1)|| < Cßn + X\\(Q"+X)1/2(V"+X - r<UV)

where (and in sequel) / = 1 or 5 depending on n as in (4.8). It follows that for

1 < n « J - 1,

|(ö"+1(^n+1 - V"+X),Z"+X - z"-x)\

< \\(Qn+l)l/2(v+1 - V"+x)\\ |(ß"+1)1/2(Z"+1 - z"-1)!

(4'13) < Cßn+X\\(Q"+X)1/2(Z"+X - Z-x)\\

x{\\(Q"+x)1/2(z"+x-r<uz)

+ \\(Qn+1)1/2(w»+l-T<Uw))\\).
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Now, by (4,8), (1.5), (1.10) it follows that for 1 < n < 7 - 1,

(4.14) \{Q"+l)1/2{Z"+1 - TiUZ))l< C    £     \\(QJ)1/2(ZJ
j—n-i+2

On the other hand, it is not hard to see, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (2.3),

(1.2) and (2.4) that for 1 < n < 7 - 1,

\\(Q"+1)V2{W"+1 - ^UW))\\

(4.15) < C\\W"+X - T^X(W)\\+ Ck2\\L"h+1{W"+1 - 1^,(1*0)1

<Ck*{h% + \\«%).
Hence, (4.13), (4.14), (4.15) and our hypotheses on ßn + x imply, for 1 < « < 7 - 1,

\(Q" + 1(V" + X - V" + x), Z" + x - z"-x)\

(4'16) <Ck     £     \(Q^/2(Z'~ZJ-X)f+Ckxx{\\u%^u%)2.
j = n — i' 4- 2

Continuing now the proof as in Theorem 2.1 and summing both sides of the analog

of (2.27) with respect to n from n = 1 to /, 1 < / < 7 - 1, we see, by (4.16), that the

new term in the right-hand side of the sum, i.e.,

/
£ (Q" + X(V" + X - V"+x), Z" + 1 - Z"~l),

« = i

may be bounded above by terms of the type that already appear in the right-hand

side of (2.37) (with E" replaced by Z" and <?01 by f01), with the addition of the

increased regularity term CÂ:2[Â:4(||u0||7 4- ||u,°||6)]2. The rest of the proof follows,

mutatis mutandis, that of Theorem 2.1 and the result (4.9) follows.   D

Preconditioned iterative methods of the type described above may also be used

to approximate the solution of the linear system represented by (3.6) in such a

way so that the initial error term ||Z°|| 4- Cfc~1|f01|1/2 m (4.9) is of optimal or-

der 0(k4 + hr). Following [6] we identify for the purposes of this exercise

{H,(-, •)//} with Sk = Sh X Sh, endowed with the L2 X L2-inner product which is

denoted by ((-, •)) and defined for $ = [(¡>x, <b2]T, ̂ - [\px, tp2]T G S2 as

(4.17) ((*,*)) = (4»!,*,)+(*2.*2)-

We put m • m = ((-, -))1/2. As our system Ax = b we now regard a form of weighted

normal equations for (3.6), namely the system

(4.18) (38x)*3T*38xqix = (@x)*¿rh°j¿0W°,

where (38x)* is the adjoint of 38x on S2 with respect to the L2 X L2-inner product

(( •, ■ )) and where 3"k (is not the inverse of ¿?k but) is defined as

(4.19) K-{'0      "._

Clearly, with this identification, A is selfadjoint and positive-definite on H. As

preconditioner we shall now consider a selfadjoint, positive-definite operator A0

= P3S, defined on S}, such that (p38)~x$> is easy to find for Í» g Sk and satisfying,

for some constants C, C and for $ G Sj¡,

(4.20) C(CJ,$,0))< (((J'1)*^;0^1$,í)))< C'((p3S®,<t>)).
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An example of such a p38 is given by the following result whose proof follows from

Lemma 5.1 of [6].

Lemma 4.2. For ß > 0 the operator

(4.21) p3t
'(l + ßk2L°h)2 0

0 (l + ßk2Lh)Tx(l + ßk2L°h)]

defines a suitable preconditioner for the iterative solution of the linear system (4.18),

that satisfies (4.20).

(It is evident that we intend to take the same ß in (4.21) and (4.5).)

For consistency in notation we now let ~fx (= <%x) be the exact solution of (4.18)

and yx be its approximation, obtained by applying px steps of an iterative method

that satisfies (i), (ii) in our present context, with a preconditioner p38 that satisfies

(4.20), so that, for a preassigned tolerance /?,, we have

(4.22) \\\(p3g)l/2(rx - rx)\\\ < ßx\(p38)l/2{^ - ^)||,

where yj,1 is the initial guess for the iteration. The next result guarantees optimal

rate of convergence for such an iteration mpx = 0(ln(k'x)) steps, in general.

Proposition 4.2. There exists y > 0 such that if Vx = [Vx, V2]Tis the approxima-

tion to the solution Vx (= °lix) o/(4.18), obtained by a preconditioned iterative method

that satisfies properties (i), (ii) above when {H,(-, -)H} = {Sk,((■, •))} using a

preconditioner p38 satisfying (4.20), the initial guess yj,1 = iT° and a tolerance ßx =

min(y, k4) then, if we take Vo = W° and Vx = Vx, we have, for compatible u° G H11,

uf G H*1, p = max(6, r + 2), that there exists a constant C, independent of h, k and

u, such that

(4.23) ||Zl+^^|rY/2<c{^(||MX+K||5)+^(||uT+2+K|U1)},

where foa has been defined by (4.10).

Proof. We shall just sketch the proof briefly. Define 2?x = V1 - Wx. It follows

from (3.6) (with <^1 = rx) that

Hl^^'lll!  < IK^1  - ^1)^1|||1  + P1-^1  - ^O^li

-r-p1^1 - rx)\x.

Now, as, e.g., in Lemma 4.3 of [6], we obtain

(4.25) ¡IK^1 - 38x)%x\x < atp^lli.

Also, by Lemma 4.4 of [6] we have the consistency result

(4.26) \\&iirl - jj°ir°\\x < Ckakh,

where ok h has been defined by (2.35). We may also conclude, by methods similar to

those used in Theorem 5.1 of [6], that there exists y > 0 such that, for ßx =

min(y,k4),

(4.27)       \\\ä\rl - rx)\\x < ck\\\&z% + c¿5(||«°||4 + ||«?|3).

Finally, (4.24)-(4.27) imply (since Z1 = Z\, Z° = 0), as in the proof of Proposition

3.1, that (3.1) holds with Z1 instead of El. (4.23) then follows.   □
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The results of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 may now be combined to give a conver-

gence theorem for the variant of the base scheme that uses Vo = W° and precondi-

tioned iterative methods to compute the approximations V" to u", for 1 < n < 7.

Theorem 4.1. There exists y > 0 such that if {V"}Jn=0 are computed by the

algorithms described in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 and the combined hypotheses of these

propositions hold, then there exists a constant C, independent of h, k, and u, such that

for 0 < n < 7,

(4.28)        \\V"-u"Hc{k4{\\u%+\\uX) + hÍ\\u\+2+¡u%+x)}.

5. Replacing Derivatives of Lh by Difference Quotients. It is possible to replace the

derivatives 42)", 41)n 0l me operator Lh that occur in the base scheme (2.1), if

qx =£ 1/12, by difference quotients involving values of L"h for 0 < n < 7. As a result

the computational cost will decrease because, as (2.1) stands now, these derivatives

have to be evaluated at each step for the computation of the right-hand side of the

linear system implied by (2.1). This task may be easily accomplished in our case (of a

linear, time-dependent coefficient problem) by replacing L[l)" by, e.g.,

(5.1) 8L"h = (L"h+X - L'h-x)/2k,       l«n«7~l,

and 42>" by

(5.2) 82Lh=(L'h+x-2L"h + Lh-x)/k2,       1<««7-1.

Then, the scheme (2.1) is replaced by the following: given Us°, Ug in Sh, we seek

{Us" }Jn=2 in Sh satisfying, for 1 < n < 7 - 1,

WiW) ^ Q"+1Usn+l + Q'"lUrl - 2P"US" - k4(qx - -¿)

X [(82L"h)Us" + 2(8L"h)[^(Us" - Ur1) - \4c//]} = 0.

We indicate without proof the steps in the convergence analysis of the scheme (5.3).

We now state the "difference" analog of Theorem 2.1. In sequel we put £s" =

Us" - W", 0 < n < 7.

Proposition 5.1. Let C/s°, U¿ be given in Sh and {Us"}^2 be the solution of (5.3).

Then, under the remaining hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, it follows that the result of

Theorem 2.1 holds if we replace E" by Eg in (2.25) and (2.26).    D

To supply the initial value Ux for (5.3) we can use a scheme similar to (3.6). We

shall leave ja?°ir/~0 as is—this necessitates the computation of Lkl)(t) at / = 0

only—but replace the operator 3SX by 38\, defined in terms of áf1, 3SX as

(5.4) âl\ = 3èx + ^¿?x = ®x + ^(Aif,1 - sep1),

where, as it turns out, it is appropriate to take AJSf^1 as a third-order accurate

difference approximation toifA(1)1. To fix ideas let

(5.5) AJS?; ̂  (-2JS?° - 3Sex 4- 6¿?„2 - &3)/6k.

It may be seen by the proofs of Lemmata 4.2 and 4.3 of [6] that for 0 g S2,

(5.6) \\\(aS¡-3Sx)<l>\\\x<Ck2   sup   IWír)*!, < «111^*1111,
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from which the invertibility of 38\ follows for k sufficiently small. We define now

$¿1 g S2 as the solution of

(5.7) älwl=jtf0ir0.

Proposition 5.2. Let Us° = W° and #¿ = [Us\, US\2]T be the solution of (5.7).

Define U$ = Uslx. Then, under the remaining hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, the result

of Proposition 3.1 holds with £' replaced by E$, i = 0,1, in (3.8) and (2.26).    D

Combining now the results of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, we have, in view of (2.3),

the following optimal-order convergence result for the new base scheme.

Theorem 5.1. Let Us°, Usx be selected as in Proposition 5.2 and let {Us"}Jn_2 be the

solution of the scheme (5.3). Then, under the combined hypotheses of Propositions 5.1

and 5.2 we conclude that there exists a constant C, independent ofh,k, and u, such that

for 0 < n < 7,

□(5.8)      \\U" - «1< c{/c4(||u°||6 +|«?||s) + Ä'(||«°||,+2 +IKIUJ}.

The operators in the left-hand sides of the system (5.3) and (5.7) still change at

each time step. In analogy to what was done in Section 4 we may again use

preconditioned iterative methods for the efficient solution of these systems. There-

fore, we describe below our final method, which combines difference quotients and

preconditioned iterative procedures.

Consider first the difference analog of the linear system (4.18), i.e., the equation

(we put rx = «¿)

(5.9) (iil^JJiP,1 = {a¡yrh0¿°ir0,

where (38\)* is the adjoint of §i\ in Si with respect to the inner product ((•, •)). To

apply to (5.9) a preconditioned iterative method, such as the ones described in

Section 4, we identify {H, (■, -)H} with [S2, ((-, •))} and regard (5.9) as the system

Ax = b. It can be shown (we omit the proof) that an example of a suitable

preconditioner that satisfies (4.1) in our context is furnished again by the operator

p38 defined by (4.21). Our algorithm then starts as follows.

Step 1. Construct an approximation ■fg = [Vs\x, VS\2]T in 5A2 to the exact solution

~f~g of (5.9) by using a preconditioned iterative method that satisfies properties (i)

and (ii) of Section 4—where {H,(-, -)H} = (SA2,((-, •))}—, with preconditioner^

defined by (4.21), using iVQ as initial guess for the iteration and a tolerance

ßx = min(y, k4) with y sufficiently small. (This will require in general O^n^"1))

iterations.) Put Vs° = W°, Vsx = TT¿¿.

Now, to compute [Vg"}Jn=2, consider the "difference" analog of the time-stepping

scheme (4.6), i.e., let Vs", 1 < n < 7 - 1, be the (exact) solution of

Q" + xVg" + l = 2P"VS" - Q"xVg"-x + k4iqx - :¡ü
(5.10) V iZ/

x((82L"h)Vg" + 2(8L"h)\\{Vg" - Vg"~x) - tL»hvs"

which we regard as the system Ax = b in the notation of Section 4 identifying now

{H,(-, •)} with {Sh,(-, ■)}. An example of a suitable preconditioner that satisfies
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(4.4) is of course again PQ given by (4.5). The rest of the algorithm is then:

Step 2. With Vg°, Vg1 constructed in Step 1, compute for each n,l<n<7— 1, an

approximation V"+x to the exact solution V"+1 of (5.10) using a preconditioned

iterative method that satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of Section 4—where

{//,(-, ■)„} = {Sh,(-, ■)}—, with preconditioner "Q defined by (4.5), using V0"+1

= T¡¡'2X(V), given by (4.8), as initial guess for the iteration and tolerances

fmin(y,Ä:5)    if2<n + l<4,

\min(y,A:)      if5<n + l<7,

with y sufficiently small. (This will require, in general, 0(ln(k'x)) iterations for each

n.)

By methods similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we can finally prove

Theorem 5.2. There is ay > 0 such that if {Vs" }Jn=0 are computed by the algorithm

described in Steps 1 and 2 above and if the remaining hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold,

then there exists a constant C, independent ofh, k, and u, such that for 0 < n < 7,

(5.11)     ¡V8"-u"\\^c{k*(\\u%^u%) + hi\\u%+2^u%+1)}.   D
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